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ABSIRA.cr MASTER 
PBFA-II, with design parameters of 3.5 MJ and 100 'IW, is being con

figured to allow us to investigate either imploding foils or ion beams as 

inertial fusion drivers. The same accelerator can drive a foil with a 

magnetically insulated electrcnagnetic flow > 1012 Wlan2 at 10 mlcm and 

also power an ion diode at a source intensity of 1010 Wlcm2 and an accel

erating potential ~ 10 t-1V. Our goal is to obtain 100 'lW I cm2 and 1 MJ on 

target for ignition studies. 

]mploding foil data on Proto II has shown that the electromagnetic 

energy couples efficiently into foil kinetic energy increasing with I2 up 

to the 60 kJ level at 5 MA. The Proto II foil implodes in 80 ns and stag

nates in 10 ns, demonstrating relatively stable behavior. Modeling has 

shown that this behavior should continue at higher currents if the implo

sion time is less than 100 ns and that a current of 30 MA will be needed 

for achieving ignition conditions. 

Proton diodes produce 1 'lW I cm2 at 1 m, and experiments sho.v that 

focusing is limited by beam divergence induced by magnetic deflections, 

instabilities in the magnetically insulaten flow, or nonuniformities 

in the anode plasma. Further increases in beam intensity can be achieved 

with increases in the voltage and ion mass, as well as the use of beam 

bunching. Limited data indicates that beam brightness scales as v2, and 

that the needed intensity will be achieved at ~ 10 m. Heavier ions such 

as He or Li, will be required to obtain the needed stopping power. PBFA II 

will operate in the 2-16 MV range to accommodate various ion species, as 

well as foil, options. Experiments using both the Sandia Arrpfion concept 

and the NRL pinch-reflex diode are being carried out on PBFA I with empha

sis on establishing the scaling of the focused power density with voltage. 
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IN'IROilJcr ION 

The central question in ICF today is to detennine the minimum fuel 

ma.ss for ignition. cnce this point is reached, anditional investments can 

be ma.de to pursue the physics of breakeven and high gain needed for any 

applications. With both m2 and glass lasers the required levels of beam 

intensity can be obt.ained in a straightforward ma.nner, ana progress is 

being made in dealing with the energy coupling issues that have been 

dominant. Given success in efficient energy absorption, avoidance of pre

heat, and symnetric implosion of a small fuel mass with acceptable hynro

dynamic stability, breakeven is still likely to require a 1 MJ, - 100 TW 

laser.l Unfortunately, the cost of such a laser, likely to be at least 

several hundred million dollars based on today•s technology, presents a 

serious barrier to this important step. 

Pulsed }X"Ner devices, developed initially as relativistic electron 

beam accelerators, have been converted with relatively minor m:Xl.ifications 

and negligible energy losses into light ion beam accelerators and imploding 

foil drivers. These devices can produce (although not on a high rep-rate 

basis) comparable output energies and power levels as lasers although at 

substantially lower cost. Thus, megajoule ignition or. hreakeven experi

ments are a realistic objective within present day funding constraints. 

Sandia National Laboratories• PBFA II device will have sufficient 

flexibility to operate F.IS P.it.her a multimegajoule foil implosion driver 

or as an ion accelerator. A single module of this 36 module accelerator 

is now being constructed, While parallel developmental activities are 

underway on several other facilities. Ion beam experiments are being 

carried out on Proto I and PBFA I at Sandia, the Lion Accelerator (a m:Xlule 

of PBFA I) at Cbrnell, ana on Gamble II at NRL. Irrplodinq foil experiments 

are underway on Proto II. The goal of these experiments is to obtain 



scaling relationships that will permit oesign of ~he PPFA II output section 

to proceed. The present schedule is to establish a baseline pc:Mer concen

tration approach in late 1983 and to begin operation of PRFA II in 19R6. 

The primary question unoer investigation is not that of energy depo

sition, as has been the case for lasers. The stopping power of light ions 

has been calculated, including the effects of bound and free electrons in 

the heated material.2 Experimental confirmation of this classical deposi

tion behavior has been obtained at 500 kA/cm2 at Sanoia3 and at 50-250 

kA/am2 at NRL.4 Roughly a factor of ten higher current oensities will be 

needed for ignition, thus there are still questions of possible streaming 

instabilities that might lead to anomalous effects. A review of linear 

stability theory of ions propagating through hc:.nogeneous media has shONn 

no destructive effectsS, although being alert to such possihle effects 

is prudent as higher current densities are reached. calculations indicate 

that 3 MeV protons, 12 MeV helium, 30 MeV lithium, or 60 MeV carbon will 

provide the needed stopping power to carry out ignition experiments and 

these ion species are cC:ropatible with PBFA II. The emphasis of our pro

gram, then, is to demonstrate production and focusing of such a beam onto 

the target. 

A similar situation arises for the imploding foil approach. Here 

we expect to be able to couple the electromagnetic energy frcr.t a pulsed 

power device directly to a foil at a power density > 1012 W/cm2, usin9 

magnetic self-insulation in vacuum. The foil kinetic energy can be effi

ciently converted to thermal radiation during the plasma stagnation phase. 

The radiation is then used to ahlatively implode a nearhy spherical pellet. 

Again, the issue appears to be that of concentrating the output power 

rather than that of energy dep::>sition. 

In both cases we must demonstrate the required scaling of power 

concentration on Proto II and PBFA I at the ..... 10 'IW, ..... 100 kJ level 

before proceeding to the study of ignition at the mesajoule level 

on PBFA II. In preparation for these ignition experiments, we expect to 

carry out preliminary target experiments on Proto II and PBFA I. Tech

niques such as x-ray backlighting, neutron time of flight, ann soft x-ray 

diagnostics are being prepared and utilized at low beam intensity levels 

on these devices. Lonq term target fabrication technology is being pursued 



at los Alarms, and target design is being pursued in collaboration with 

the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 

DISUJSSICN 

Our decision to change our emphasis from electron beams to light 

ions and imploding foils was J'T'ade in 1979. Even though we had ohtainen 

experimental confir!T'ation of enhanced magnetic stopping of electrons, our 

target design calculations indicated substantial energy penalties because 

of excessive preheat. The scaling of both the ion and foil approaches 

formed the basis for this program decision and. sUhstantial .progress has 

continued since then. We no.v believe that the 100 'IW, 35 ns PP.FA II will 

penni t ignition experiments. This optimism is based on an extrapolation 

of existing data on ion focusing and foil tmplosions. 

Ion beam concentration will be carried out on PBFA II by the use 

of ballistic focusing. Although beam transport over distances of several 

meters is necessary for any repetitive pulse applications& it is not thought 

to be essential for demonstrating ignition. Thus, our immediate attention 

is being directed toward obtaining beams of sufficiently high intensity 

and law enough divergence to permit efficient convergence onto the target. 

All of the diodes being investigated utilize a magnetic field tangential 

to the anode in order to increase the path length for electron flaw to the 

anode relative to that of the ions to the cathode. These magnetically in

sulated diodes thus have a substantially increased ion-to-electron current 

ratio, canpared to electron diodes. These ion diodes differ in the specific 

method for applying the magnetic field and providing the plasma that sup

plies the ions. 

A suitable dione must have a dense, stable, high purity, and spa

tially uniform anode plasma. The rragnetic field must trap an electron 

cloud that can act as a virtual cathode to extract the ion beam at high 

current density. Finally, we must provide a plasma to charge and current

neutralize the beam during transit from the cathode to the target. 'I'he 

intensity on target will be given by the product of the beam hunching 

factor, the beam po.ver brightness, ~, and the fraction of the solid angle 

subtended by the oiode surrounding the target. Time-of-flight hunching is 

dJl dLLLdl:L.i.vt:: opLion [ol: u·~~;;;e 11011l"~lativi~tic pnrt.ielc:;,, For cuwrplc, a 

beam with a 0. 5o divergence can be focused onto a 0. 5 em radius target fran 



a distance of 50 em. An exa.rrple of beam b\lllching with this geometry is 

shown in Fig. 1 \lllder different assumptions of PBFA II module jitter. It 

is not unreasonable for the diode to occupy one half of the solid angle 

so the beam power brightness, ~. should be equal to the desired intensity. 
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Fig. 1. Beam b\lllching with 3. 75 MV W or 15 MV He+ from a 50 em. Ampfion 
diode on PBFA II. 

In order to implode targets at the MJ level with ablation velocities 

of 2 x 107 em/sec, we must deposit 20 MJ/g in a 10 ns pulse. Wit}) a parti

cle particle range of 20 rcgjem2, we require a beam intensity of 40 TW/em2. 

The beam brightness, ~ = J 0v I e2 , Where J D' V, and e are the current 

density, accelerating potential, and divergence angle at the diode. An ex

a.rrple of postulated PBFA II diode conditions would be J D = 103 A/ em2, 

V = l07v, 9 = Oo 5°1 giving a ~ - 1Ql4 W/cm2sr2. Several diode typeS have 

already demonstrated local divergences of approximately one degree (Fig. 

2) with protons at an operating voltage of - 1 MV. The rrost pressing 

issue is to therefore obtain data on scaling of the beam divergence angle 

with voltage and mass. If the divergence is due to simple magnetic deflec

tion or irregularies in the anode plasma, then the needed level of bright-· 

ness can be reached at l07v. 

Scaling experi.Irents are ill1der way on PBFA I in the 1-2 MV range. 

In order to operate PBFA I as an ion accelerator we have reversed the 

polarity of half of the modules in the pulse fonning section and connected 

the output vacuum transmission lines in series to adhieve voltage doubling 



SUMMARY OF ION DIODE DEVELOPMENT - MARCH, 1982 

TOTAL LOCAL 
ACCELERATOR DIODE DIVERGENCE 

f3= Jo: AND DIODE v POWER J 8 
LABORATORY TYPE (MY) (TW) (kA/cm2J (0) 

NEPTUNE APPLIED-B 0.60- 0.06 0.25 0.40 -4.00 CORNELL U. PLANAR 0.60 

PROTO I APPLIED-a 0.80- 1.00 3.00 1.00 9.00 SANDIA RADIAL 1.40 

PROTO II APPLIED-& 

SANDIA PLASMA 1.20 3.50 3.00 1.50 5.00 
TRANSPORT 

GAMBLE II PINCH 
1.20 1.00 25.00 3.00 12.00 NRL REFLEX 

PBFA I PINCH 
0.1!0 3.50 0.44 -1.00 SANDIA REFLEX -1.00 

HYDRAMITE 
AMPFION 1.70 SANDIA 1.00 0.30 -1.00 -2.00 

PBFA I 
AMPFION 0.75 SANDIA 3.50 0.34 -1.00 -1.00 

Fig. 2. Surnnary of ion diode development as of March 1982. 

with a negative extraction electrode. Experiments being carried out use a 

single barrel-shaped diode connected to this "current manifold." Poth the 

Ampfion6 and the pinch reflex? concepts are under study. 

The Ampfion diode uses a self-excited, distributed field coil that 

provides a spatially uniform magnetic field for electron current suppres

sion in the accelerating gap. This field coil (shONn as a spiral winding 

in Fig. 3) limits the spatial extent of the magnetically nonneutralized 

region and consequently minimizes beam deflection. This applied field 

acting normal to the ion flCJN direction impedes the flCJN of electrons that 

provide current m"11trali:zation for force-free &:ift. At the rttl.lltimegampere 

level, the self-magnetic deflection of a nonneutralized beam would prevent 

the required focusing. In Ampfion experiments on PBFA I employing a di

electric flashover plasma source, initial data at ..... 8 MV gave a beam 

brightness of .... 1012 W/cm2sr2. By injecting plasma into the drift region, 

excellent current neutralization was demonstrated. We now project that 

the intensity on target should be .... 5 x 10l2wj t.:rn2 at the 2 MV level. 

The pinch reflex diode has no field coils but relies on the camr 

bined self-magnetic field of the leakage electron and ion flow to limit 
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Fig. 3. The Ampfion diode under investigation on PBFA I. 

the total electron current. CUrrent neutralization is provided by a gas 

filled region separated fran the vacuum diode by a thin foil. This diode 

has been extensively studied in the coaxial geometry at NRL and a barrel

shape(l geanetry is being jointly developed by Sandia and NRL for its use 

on PBFA I (Fig. 4). Preliminary experiments at 3.5 'IW have sho,.m a bright

ness of ~ 1012 wjcm2sr2, based on local divergences of approximately one 

degree. If this divergence is maintained at higher power levels, this 

diode should also reaCh the 5 x 1012 wjcm2 level on PBFA I. 

TOTAL CURRENT 
(8) 

·~·· 

CATHODE 

Fig. 4. cross section of the pinch-reflex diode under study by NRL and 
Sandia on PBFA I. 



B:>th the Ampfion and pinch-reflex diodes will be used to address 

the scaling of beam brightness with voltage and ion ma.ss. Various effects 

sudh as plasma. nonuniformity or self magnetic deflection are likely to be 

the cause of divergence and under various assumptions, beam brightness 

should increase rapidly with ion mass and with voltage as a with 0. 5 ~ a 

< 3. The experiments on PBFA I should establish the crucial scaling laws. 

Studies at Sandia and Cbrnell are aimed at producing several thou

sand cm2 uniform plasma sources with plasma densities of lol3 - 10l~jcm3. 

Our studies with active devices such as plasma. guns or arrays of capaci

tively driven plasma arcs, are emphasizing the production of adequate plasma. 

purity, density, and uniformity. The simpler, passive dielectric flashover 

sources have been used in sudh diodes for several years, and recent data 

using li thit.nn nitrate in a cathode heated to drive off impurities has 

produced 300 kA lithit.nn beams with a proton impurity level of <10%.8 

Because of the rather high second ionization potential of li thit.nn, we 

should also be able to obtain high charge state purity. If sufficient 

uniformity can be obtained over large areas, then the flashover source 

will be the most straightforward to use. Ion source development continues 

to be a high priority developmental area. 

Fast-imploding-foil researCh has progressed rapidly since its in

ception at the AFWL in 1973.9 As a result of an extensive series of scaling 

scaling experiments on Proto II over the last few years, we have found that 

the thermal x-ray output from the imploded plasma scales with the square 

of the current. The critical issue is the scaling of the thermalization 

time with current. A 10 ns radiation pulse has been produced with an RO 

ns, 5 1W input pulse .10 This behavior is consistent with limited grCMth 

of the hydranagnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability. liD estimate of the 

growth rate of the most rapidly growing perturbation, caused for instance 

by ripples in the foil, indicates that adequately stable implosions and 

short thermalization times will require drive times less than 500 ns and 

possibly less than 100 ns. Experiments are continuing on Proto II at the 

10 TW, 10 MA level, using a low inductance diode that requires self-magnetic 

flashover inhibition of the vacut.nn interface to accomplish the needed level 

of power concentration. If these experiments are successful, then an 

additional factor of three higher current (30 MA) will be needed for igni

tion experiments on PBFA II. 



PBFA II (Fig. 5) will consist of four tiers of rro:lules with nine 

rro:lules on each level. The pulse fonning section will operate at a basic 

voltage level of 4 MV, but reconnection of the rrultiple rro:lules will pennit 

a wide range of operating conditions (from 2-16 MV). New teChnologies 

enployed in PBFA II, including laser triggered switching and "double bounce" 

charging, are to be tested in a single rro:lule test bed before initiating 

final procurerrent of the rro:lules. PBFA II nay also use nagnetic switching 

Which would further reduce jitter, erihance shot-to-shot reproducibility, 

and simplify overall operation. A new laboratory building to house PBFA 

II is under construction and we plan to continue operation of PBFA I U.Tltil 

PBFA II becomes operational in 1986. 

"-----. I 

Fig. 5. Preliminary concept of PBFA II, in cutaway to shCM the 7 MV option 
w:\.th two ion diodes. 

Both the ion and foil approaches to ignition described above will 

have an inherently low experimental data acquisition rate because of danage 

to nearby diode components. This situation would be undesireable for a 

high gain Target Development Facility (TDF) and would certainly prevent 

future energy applications. For these reasons, we have been stuoying 

methods for transporting beams over several meters in a background gas. 

The gas in the chamber would provide wall protection fran x-rays and debris, 

and studies at the University of Wisconsin indicate that a wali structure 

can be designed to withstand the repetitive blast lmding. The trunsport 

approach Which has received the rrost attention is beam confinement in 



• prefonned current carrying plasrra channels. Wire and laser initiated 

Channels as well as wall-confined discharges have been studied at Sandia 

and NRL. This work has shCMn that beam brightness can be maintained over 

several meters given reasonable channel conditions. other approaches Which 

could considerably simplify reactor concepts would require beams of high 

brightness fran either a high voltage single-stage or multiple-stage ion 

accelerators. Under suitable conditions it is conceivable to propagate a 

magnetically self-confined beam or even transport a beam ballistically. 

Minimal emphasis has been given until nON to these long tenn issues, haN

ever they should emerge more clearly as the immediate questions of power 

concentration are answered. 

CINCLUSION 

Both light ions and imploding foils appear to be capable of creat

ing the required drive conditions for ignition experiments on PBFA II. 

Scaling of these approaches on Proto II and PBFA I is providing the inform

ation necessary to proceed with the final design of PBFA II. Once the 

power concentration issues are resolved on PBFA II, we expect that the even 

more challenging problems of implosion hydrodynamics can be confronted with 

sufficient diagnostics to determine the feasibility of ignition. Beyond 

that we can envision further applications which will benefit from the lo.-1 

cost and high efficiency of the pulsed power approach. 
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